
 Lecture 17
1 Oh factorial terminalizations from induction I

Ref LBJChP LASecr

1e Reminder

We work to prove the following theorem See1.1of Lee 16

Thm 1 Let L be aminimalLevi in G s t O Ind Oc
Then Y Indf xp is a A factorial terminalization of X

SpecELOI

Wehave reduced this toproving

Thm 2 If O is birationally rigid lie cannotbeinduced
from a cover in aproperLevi Then X is A factorial a
terminalequivalently bele's

A key to proving Than 2 is NamiKana's result onthe

pexistence
of a universal graded Poisson deformation Xyw



of X everbtw

11 LiftingHamiltonian actions
Our 1st step in theproof is thefollowinggeneral resultthat

allows to extend Hamiltonian actions to deformations

Proposition Let X be a conicalsymplectic singularity G is

a simply connected semisimple group w Hamiltonianaction on X

that commutes w the Eaction Let Xq be agradedPoisson
deformation ofX Z SpecB fromSec1.6 ofLec16 Thenthe

Gaction extends to a Hamiltonian Gaction on X that iem
mutes w Q makesXE E G invariant

Proof We can reduce tothe case when g s Ix exercise

GR Q commute so we see that g preservesthegrading hence

go fly where D degli Notethat Q XIE Aly
Weclaim that thekernel K is a nilpotent Lie algebra
Indeed an element fek is of the form bit w

Iie423di O died fie XIa g
we can take agradedbasis



in Glx say fi ie I then lift them to homogeneous fie x z
these elementsgenerate the Elz module AlXI bygraded
Nakayama and we take any decomposition of f Thebounds

on the degrees are ble all gradings arepositive
Theelement bi are Poisson central in All from the

definitionSo Ebifi bit Sybil fit Notethat
min Legbibj min Legbi Fromhere we deduce that the

da fold brackets vanish on K
Also note that Lim k o Let of be thepreimage of

g c fly in Eltz so that we have a lie algebra SES

e K g g o

Since Kis nilpotent Levi'sthm LBJCh1 Sec 68 shows

that the SES splits and so we have an embedding

go Q XD lifting go QXD The representation ofg in

Xz by taking i preserves flask t k Thesespaces
are finite dimensional again by thepositivity of thegreding
So the g action of Eltz integrates to 6 Since g acts

by derivations I acts by automorphisms giving GaXz Toshow

that this action is Hamiltonian finish thepreet is left as
I



an exercise D

Rem The condition that C is simplyconnectedcan be
removed exercise

12 Structure of deformation Xx
Let TObe a Gequivariant cover of a nilpotentorbit in g

Suppose I e Wepick a nonzero element XEG
Consider the natural morphism DX batty it's Eequivariant
So we can form thegraded deformation Xan of ASpeedo

By Preposition in Sec 1.1 we have a Hamiltonianactionof
G on Xen commuting w the Aaction the moment map

gu Xan g't is Aequivariantwhere facts ong'tby
t.at's Let y Xex ex bethenaturalmorphism Ournext

goal is to describe Xx

Lemme 1 Atte Xoxhas a unique open Corbit of the
same dimension as dimO denote it by E

H



2 44,27 Xen g xDX is finite hence y X of is finite
moreover Juli d is an orbit ju Ox is a cover

3 Ox is not nilpotent

Preet 1 repeats that of Case 3 in Sec2.2 ofLec tr
use that dimX dimX as thedeformation is flat that the
locus ofpoints in Xa w maximal orbit dimension is open
that Xo is irreducible equiv DEX is adomain the

latter follows from gr e x Glx

2 ja X g is finite gradedNakayamaexercise

14,2 Xex g EX isfinite ju X g't isfinite
Andjust is a Gorbit ji O judy is a cover6kOi carries

a transitive Hamiltonian action see Sec 1.2 of Lec 3

3 AssumeOx is nilpotent 9 zOyOy Agullex Q
dim10 dimX dimlydim9 90 Ola By 2 the morphism

flex't
Oxex isfinite it's Gx dequivariant Poisson



HWproblem 1 We have a commutative diagram
EX tax

I
EX

where the horizontal arrow is a x A equivariant
Poisson isomorphism

So Xa Ex gaw Xy w ferthezergmap DX bally But
themap EX btw s t I isem'mX at a

Gtw btw s

unique by NamiKana's thin inSec9.6 ofLec 16 Since Ito
we arrive at a contradiction g

We proceed togiving an explicit description ofXx

HWproblem2 The inclusionOpsX yields all 610,3

We'llneed an equivalent description We use a

constructionfrom Sec1.3 inLee 15 Take Jed and let

4 Zaks Oj ji teAl where Ace is thenilpotent



orbit corresponding to Ox
Recall See 1.3 ofLec IS that SpecOld I Y

Gx BsxXd f x P laNeglattXl21 x 13s This

a f equivariant Poisson isomorphism intertwiningthemoment

maps So we have X Yes w the sameproperties Here's

the description of X that we need
Yes I Xp o

93 Identification of é w IndiOc
Finally we identify O w Ind Oil Identify 03sw Ex

by sending 3 to X Thx to o we have a GE equivariant
Passon morphism that intertwinesthemaps to g EX

axe Ya Xe 2

Moreprecisely we use Ctx Y I fix X 4theactionsof
a landGl on YeaXan to deduce Gaye I

a Xan

yielding 2 there are some technicalities sweptunderrug

By 2 of Lemme Aex g x It is finite hence



proper Apply the valuative criterium ofproperness Hartshorne's
book Chapter 2 Sec 4 to the rational map

Yet tax 13

We see that 13 extends uniquely to a morphism p
Yi hey where YEEYat isthedomain ofdefin of131
itis open the complementhas codim 2 G equivarianceof
12 Yi is Cstable 0 Indioil Ya Also p
intertwines the morphisms to g x EX BethOO are covers

oforbits ofhim dimly viagu So dimO'sLimG
Hence

p O O is a cover QLD go ELO
On the other hand we have 6103agr E Xx Sec

96 of Lec16 ELO I Sec 2 ofLec tr grACY
These are f linear isomorphisms By o ELY I Q Xx

So ELO g eco Note that CaAlois Eloi's are

rational Now 0 0 fellows from

Claim Let HcGbe an algebraic subgroup Then t fin
dim G irrep Vhave Hom VACCH H so is finite
dimensional

A



Sketch ofproof By thealgebraic versionof thePeterWeyl
thm CLG Q UOU'twhere the sum is taken over all
Girreps U Then DCIH a I qua't andthe
claimfellows 5

Conclusion Ourassumption was 5 103 We see that OTis
not birationally rigid So if O is birationallyrigidthen

5 he This finishes theproof of Thm 2

Remark The morphism YE taxextends to Ya Xable
Ya ELY by Hartogs RXa

I


